SRSD Student Survey Responses – Return to School 2020-2021
The survey of SRSD students was conducted from July 15-21, 2020. Students with existing Sanborn Google email
addresses participated in the survey. The survey contained six questions, and the results are displayed below. Some of
the comments have been redacted to remove identifying information without altering the essence of the comment.

How connected did you feel to your friends and classmates during
remote learning?
12%

41%

20%

38%
Somewhat Connected

Not at all Connected

Connected

Very Connected

During remote learning, how often did you directly communicate
with your teacher(s)? (For example, Google Meet, Zoom, email...)
25%

31%

19%

36%
Rarely

At least once a week

2-3 times a week

Daily

During remote learning, how would you describe both the amount of
work and the level of difficulty?
15%

My work was too difficult and I
struggled to complete assignments
My work was easy and did not take
long to complete

50%

My work was challenging, but I was
able to complete most/all of my daily
assignments

33%

What are you most worried about when you think about returning to school?


Not worried, I really want to go back.



getting covid and being around people that have possibly been exposed



Nothing really.



Someone getting covid-19 and then having to change everything and quarantine because we
don’t know who was exposed to who.
That I won’t be able to socialize as much because I feel very disconnected at the moment and
school helped me with that.
Being in classes with people I actually like.







the amount of people that will be in the building and how easy the virus can spread especially
if there is a second wave in the fall
It not being the same



not being able to have fun in school because of the guide lines as well as the virus spreading
more
Getting used to everything that is most likely going to be changed



The bathrooms



homecoming



Closing the school again after a few months. If we opened during the winter, this will allow for
sports to be actually able to be played correctly. And it would give time for the virus to
subside more during the fall period. If we don’t, the virus will continue to spread around
throughout the fall. And kids will bring the virus to their homes.



People are not wearing the facemasks and getting me and my friend sick.



Nothing really



Wearing a mask for 7 hours 5 days a week





I already did the other survey even though it was for parents and I listed a lot of things I think
you'll know which one it is.
I’m not worried about anything. I want to go into freshmen year happy with my friends and
do good in school
Getting sick and passing it onto others at home.



Having to wear a mask



I’m not worried about anything





Being in a congested classroom, getting sick, and not being able to be with friends because of
restrictions.
I am worried about having to do more remote learning, I realize that it is a bit selfish of me.
But during the remote learning, my motivation for the work was very bad and I really think
that continuing remote learning, my grades will do bad.
The middle schoolers being in the high school. (I know technically they in the middle school
but we all know how that is going to work out.)
Not being able to breathe due to asthma with a mask



none





being a senior this year it is a very important year. with all the changes and challenges going
back to school I feel like it will be very overwhelming for both the students and faculty.
That no one can’t sit near each other and it’s going yo be depressing. It’s going to make
people hate school even more than what we already do.
That I'll be starting high school and that we won't get to go back/go back full time.



Sports being canceled or having to eat socially distant




I’m most worried that whatever precautions are set in place will interfere with the classes
that I want/need to take and interfere with the quality of education. Of course the safety of
staff and students come first, so I wouldn’t mind doing purely online classes.
I can’t breathe wearing a mask



I just do not want to get sick honestly. That is my biggest worry.



I just hope that some of the clubs that are physical don't get affected too much



having to wear masks all day



Health



Not learning enough



Nothing, for I am Fearless.



not knowing how to interact even more



Nothing



nothing



That we won’t be able to play with our friends because, we will have to stay far from each
other.










Not being able to get one on one help.



the social aspect of school being recreated with the new requirements



I am worried about everyone getting sick from COVID. I am worried about bringing it home.



I’m don’t want to wear a mask



Wearing a mask



Social life homecoming being a kid doing normal stuff sports



Spreading/catching COVID-19



not sure



waking up early



Nothing




Covid spreading in the school and the possibility of me coming home and giving it to my
family.
wearing a mask at most times and in sports.



getting up early



I just want real school back



About wearing masks all day and I faint and feel Ill easy



social distancing and wearing masks. I feel as though it's not really worth it.




having to wear masks and not being able to talk with my friends and the worst thing is
teachers being worried for no reason
Nothing



Other kids or teachers getting me sick



Unreasonable classroom procedures



Nothing



nothing



Not worried



I am most worried about people getting sick and not following guidelines.



getting corona



Nothing.





If I returned back to school I would be most worried about getting Covid-19. I have been
following everything Chris Sunnu has said, but I believe that it will be to difficult for our school
to return back. I'm worried about getting Covid and spreading it to other family members. I
have a very weak immune system and, so doesn't a lot of my family members. I would be
nervous about giving them it.
Nothing Learning in person is how I learn best and its me senior year so I would hope we get
to go back to school so I can do good.
Getting sick and my family getting sick then dying because they are very high risk



Going back remote learning







The safety risks and the extreme handicap of the covid precautions (however I will still follow
them)
There's no way we will be able to social distance enough and adding the 7th and 8th graders
will be hard. Plus I don't think everyone will follow the rules and I really don't want to risk
catching the virus
I'm really just worried that it will be so over-regulated that it would be less stressful to just
continue remote learning, which I'm sure none of us really want.
Bringing home to my family



Wearing masks because they make me not able to breathe



Bakie kids coming to Memorial (new & different)



If I will still be able to do after school activities



the hygiene of other students and getting sick and bringing it home to my family



Not be able to play sports



COVID-19



My worries for if we are in building when returning are that people won’t wear masks to
protect others and there will be a spike and have to lockdown fully again. My worries for if we
stay remote are that I won’t get the amount of connection to friends and teachers I need, and
that teachers will make the work easier for kids whom are overwhelmed and kids like me will
not get challenged. My concerns overall are about kids who are ahead get challenged more
regardless of where we are, and that everyone stays safe.
Harder work, wearing mask, not much else








Not being able to attend SST because I want to start a career after high school ends and I
already missed almost half of my first year of the welding program
Getting sick and dying



being stuck with the same people all day.



Getting sick



I am worried that we are going to have to wear masks.



Nothing



Surrounded by tons of people at once. I have a family thing going on and I can’t get it.



Nothing



corona



nothing I just want to go to school





I’m most worried about my mom’s health/life. She has ----- and is high risk for getting sick.
We’re very careful with quarantining, wearing masks and washing our hands. We are taking
this VERY SERIOUSLY and going back to school would be risking it my mom’s health/life. The
idea of going back is really scary.
nothin



Having to wear masks because I hate wearing one



People not being able to take it seriously



nothing



That everything is going to change and it will not be the same at all.




Nothing really, except wearing a mask for an extended period of time can become
uncomfortable and could distract me from learning.
Not being able to use equipment at recess



Getting COVID



Catching rona



The plan not working and having o revert to online learning.



Whther it’s going to even be worth it, and scheduling



Nothing



having to stay away from kids and just go through school solo



Me having to struggle again not able to go I my own pace.



I’m not worried at all to be honest



work





Being in classes without at least one friend and having to see other students who aren’t
taking the virus seriously and not wearing masks when they should be.
The high school students because this is not the school that I left and am unsure about so
many things in this new school.
I am not worried about anything



Different rules



~



That we will all have to wear masks





That sports won’t happen, and that we won’t be able to have normal classes and be
connected with our classmates
2 Things. 1. That I will come home and spread Covid 19 to my family. 2. That I won't be able to
play with my friends.😥
That my friends have forgotten me/ changed a lot. Also, that my teachers will be very
different from my last teacher (Mr.LaPorte).
My dad has asthma so if he is at hifut risk.



Masks



Kids not wearing masks and not taking it seriously.



Wearing masks all day and having to social distance. If I am not in a place that is comfortable
to learn or worried about breaking a rule. I am worried about not having a person I am
friendly with in one of my classes if we spend all day with a certain pod.
The fact that the High School is receiving both the 7th and 8th grade students. It was
overcrowded enough as is just featuring the 4 grades it initially held, but adding an additional
2 whilst dealing with the primary objective of keeping all students and faculty safe from the
virus is just way too much to ask of the staff. Not to mention that my household itself is
Immunol compromised, so there is just way too much risk to head back under the current
circumstances I am seeing.
I’m that not worried about me catching the virus, as I’m only a kid with no respiratory
problems, but my parents are and I’d rather not give the virus to them (if it comes to that).












Getting my friends sick



I am most worried about getting Covid-19.



getting sick



Not knowing where to go



An increase of cases for COVID-19 among the students, staff, and/or administration.



possibly getting the virus



Being able to play with my friends



Grades



Nothing at all if anything I am more worried that we won’t be returning to school



Spreading the amount of covid cases causing people to die within our community



Nothing



I don't want to end up back at school & be unsuccessful because I don't have a routine again.



Being in groups with people who don’t do any work



Not being able to actually see my friends



contracting the virus and getting my family sick.



People not following guidelines and pushing reopening further out



Nothing



Getting back into the routine




The setup cause it’s a whole new building and we didn’t get to visit it cause the school year
was kind of cut short.
Nothing



Sports



7th and 8th graders coming in during all of this



Having to wear a mask




Either not being able to do things that we would normally do in a normal school year or
puting yourself at risk of getting a virus.
I am most worried about putting myself at risk of getting the virus.



new kids coming




Honestly, everything. How classes are going to work, how social distancing will work, what
happens if someone gets COVID-19, and more.
Nothing



Safety



Getting corona and dying



The virus and not all student following rules that need to be followed during this pandemic



My family owns a business that might have to shut down if I get sick.



People getting sick or those who don’t follow the rules.





I’m worried that it will not even be enjoyable because of the strict guidelines. I’m worried that
I won’t get a great senior year experience.
Covid-19. There are more cases now than there were when we were pulled out of school. If it
wasn’t safe then, I can’t see how it would be safe now.
All the precautions we’re going to have to take



Contracting and spreading the coronavirus



Nothing




Not getting the help I need because doing science classes is not possible or useful on the
computer
that I have to where a mask



I’m not worried I just want to not have to wear a mask



There being remote learning again



not being prepared for 4th grade



People not following rules regarded to covid (social distancing, masks)



Waring the masks all the time



Wearing a mask all day



nothing I just dont want to do remote learning again that was very difficult and stressful.




That we have to make sure we aren't to close with anyone like friends and teachers.
And that we might have 1 classroom I just really want to be with at least 2 of my good friends
or sister.
nothing really



Having to wear a mask for the whole day...



People eating lunch, filming tictoks, sitting in the floor and sink, etc. in the bathroom





I am most worried about getting myself, my family or my friends infected with the virus. I
have elderly people in my family and I also have a brother with severe asthma and I really
worry about them getting it. They are more susceptible to the virus and they could get it
worse. I also worry about other people and the families and also the school staff. Just the
whole thought of going to back to school worries me and my family.
Not actually being in a school building and needing to make do with the inefficient remote
schooling method.
I am most worried about wearing a mask



Not being able to play sports




That the kids obviously won't be listening to the rules and being with half of them for almost
11 years, I know personally they will "jokingly" cough on each other and won't follow the
rules. :(
not being able to make new friends and grow as a person.



COVID



I focus better at home so if I'm at school I feel like I may not be able to focus as well.



adjusting back to in person school and having to adapt to the corona guidelines







That somebody is going to be sick and not know and get us all sick



I think peaple will not whar a mask



sports being cancelled



Students not following protocol and the spread of covid



Having to be careful of what I touch and if I sanitized or not.



kids with underlying health issues could die from corona



Nothing



I am worried about getting sick or one of my teachers being sick.



not knowing where everything is and not knowing all the teaches




I am worried of getting sick and having too wear a mask all day I feel like that will be difficult
for some students.
Online school it’s hard to learn



One thing that I am most worried about is not being able to do sports.



Everybody is going to be different



Not being in a class with my friends





The safety of other kids. It’s not fair to those with health compromises not pertaining to
covid. It’s also not worth the risk in general. The reason we left school was to keep us safe and
now they’re trying to put us back when we will have WAY more kids now that the middle
schoolers will be joining us. It’s overall a horrible idea.
New school, covid 19



getting sick



kids taking as a joke



I am worried that I’m going to a new school.



Not being caught up



I am worried about my allergies because I don’t want people to think I am sick.




How hard the work in 4th grade will be. I am worried that we will NOT return to school and
will have to keep learning from home which is hard.
I mean I’m not really worried about going back.



Nothing



Wearing masks



nothing



My safety




I'm most worried about getting sick with Covid-19. But I'm also worried about not being able
to sit with my friends at lunch if we have lunch in classrooms.
Not being able to see my friends



nothing really



Whether or not we actually in school



nothing




People are definitely just not gonna follow precautions and I know I’m gonna get stressed out
by how hectic it’s gonna be
Getting covid and people not wearing masks and following the rules



Not knowing the school



not being able to do all the things that I enjoy about school. sports, hoco, socializing, etc.



Not meeting my teacher and wearing a mask.



Corona Virus spreading everywhere




Maybe the fact there is a chance that we could get it. But even then, we are just kids, so we
really aren't at too much of a risk.
Catching Covid-19



the schedule changing



Nothing



Not being in person



Spreading it to the older teachers without knowing. And spreading it to more people in the
high school with all of the grades

How can school staff best support you when school begins again?


Let us at least physically go back.





I honestly don’t know, I know they will do the best to keep all of us safe and somewhat
healthy
School staff could keep a positive attitude like they always do to help me feel positive about
school
Take the best precautions possible



Taking it easy as the school year starts with work.




Stop moving so fast with all the work there was so much going on that it was hard for me to
catch up.
I feel that they did a good job supporting students during online learning



Just tell us to wear masks but keep everything the same



continue doing online school



The same as they would without COVID



Cleaning



don’t know





Nothing




Make sure that people around me are always a face mask at all time or at least 6 feet apart
form me.
Not sure



N/a



I already said this on the other survey



help me feel comfortable in the school. if I have questions answer them.



By making sure we maintain the guidelines set by the CDC and the State.



Not be down our backs about wearing a mask 24/7



Try to push for us to go back to school if possible and not just chose the easy method of
online
Continue remote learning for a few months before returning back to school.






If we go to the high school then the best thing they can do is just make sure everything is
healthy, and clean.
Idea: Monday and Tuesday half of the students do remote learning half do regular school.
Wednesday we have the independent planning days so the custodial staff can clean the
school. Thursday and Friday the other half comes in and the half that was in goes home and
does remote.
Actually listen to our concerns rather than brushing us off



none





daily or weekly check ins to see how everyone is doing or if there is anything they can do to
make their lives easier.
Make sure everyone is doing what they need to do to make everyone stay safe. the teachers
are staying safe as much as the kids have to. And take every precaution.
Give us time to get used to being back, and take it slowly. Give us Freshman time to get used
to starting in a new school with the restrictions. Try to give us a normal high school/freshman
experience.
Not sure



Can’t think of anything in particular.



I don’t know



I feel that I don’t need anything extra in terms of support.



I want to feel safe from COVID at school with no risk of getting it, I would like support for that
the best you can.
I do not know










Having a set schedule for when we are remote



Try to keep things like they used to be



I think I´m alright



just be understanding on how hard social situations can be on some people



Idk



try their best



Keep helping us with our work.



Walk around and make sure everyone is getting the help they need.




by easing back into the work because it’s been much linger than normal without regular
learning
By wearing a mask and staying 6 feet from each other.



Not wear masks



To not have a mask rule



Having school br at least 3 times a week regularly and 1-2 days remote if needed



Keep the school clean



explain lessons thoroughly



more absents



I don’t know



Taking time with us to go over new assignments



being available when I have questions.



hands on learning



just return to the way things were



Not wear masks and think we are going to die



no clue



I feel like I am not actually learning anything I am just doing my work.




I don't know. take people temperature before you go in to school to make sure people are
healthy.
Following all the rules with 6 feet apart and wearing masks



Having reasonable classroom expectations



Same as always



just keep everything clean



N/a




They can best support everyone by enforcing the new guidelines and making sure everyone
has masks, and maybe having extras.
respect that we have lives and can’t do a bunch of work bc we have other classes



Being there.





I think if we go the remote learning step I think that we should make a plan for a lot of
people. Some people need a lot more 1 on 1 time compared to another students and we need
to figure out how to make it, so those certain students feel conferrable if we continue remote
learning. I believe kids should have hope and believe that they can do it.
Help me with work.



I don’t know



Idk



Keep the classes small and stay away from group assignments





I don't think they can really "support me" but I think if we absolutely have to go back in
person then I wanna feel safe and feel like there's a very low risk of me catching it and
spreading it to my family or friends.
I guess the most they can really do is just make it feel as normal as possible, we still have to
do safety stuff but I would hope that at least classes sort of feel like a normal class.
I dont know



Let us be like it was before



I don't know because I'm not sure what to expect when we get to school.



I dont know yet



no clue



let us play sports



Not sure. I’ll let you know







School staff can best support me by making learning fun, making sure everyone is getting
what they need in terms of work, and making sure everyone will follow the rules
implemented due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
Not make the work too hard at the beginning, give breaks like recess for all the grades cuz we
miss talking to our friends and we have to get fresh air and move around
I don't know



By not opening it



check in with each student



Explain what we need to do and why and how the day will look



Being Patient if we are not really used to being In School again



No comment




Keep distance and take this seriously. Make sure students hand sanitize their hands and take
their temperature.
Be more supportive



continue remote learning until the pandemic is over



ways to meet and get to know the bakie kids





offer a choice1. students go back to school and be careful/wear masks
2. students do both remote learning and go to the school some of the time
3. students do remote learning full time
(I’d obviously be choosing the 3rd option due to my moms health.)
act normal



Being understanding/flexible




Be patient with us and pay attention to kids to make sure everyone does their part to keep
the community safe
the same as before



Taking extra safety protocols,



I don’t know.



I dont know



By wearing masks and being able to answer my question remotely.



Stay 6 ft away from me



They can teach at the same pace but just assign less work.





I think I’m fine



Nothing can help



making sure everyone is on the same page



Helping me if I get stuck



I dont really know



being able to learn better




Make sure that every student is safe meaning making absolutely sure that students are
following the safety guidelines when needed.
Be understanding that we are in a new school and want things to be as normal as possible.



I got help with my work



Be relaxed



~



I can't think of anything



Not sure



I don't know. I am just really worried about coming back.




I think that they can support me/ my classmates by checking in with us to make sure we all
feel okay, everyday.
Keep soacial distance



No masks to be worn because it’s annoying



By enforcing rules.



Not being too strict to make people make us worry more about getting sick or breaking rules
than about doing our work and understanding what to do with our work.
Due to my issues with Zoom, I would need spare time with each of my teachers to talk to
them one-on-one to receive the information necessary to complete my work. However, I
know that is way too much to ask of the staff for a single student so, I would need a
messenger of sorts. As well as possibly a scheduled one-on-one daily meeting for help with
executive functioning.
Don’t overwhelm kids with so much work. Yes, if we stay at home we do have more time, but
this is also very stressful for everyone and the last thing students need is to be even more
stressed with multiple assignments all due the next day.
Being careful and understanding of the stress the pandemic can put people in.







School staff can best support me by being understanding while I get used to school again. Also
by starting the work load slowly.



communication,



Be under standing because we will be confused where to go



Keep in contact through zoom and keeping calls open to come back to in case of questions.
Also being more active on emails for any questions after class is over.
do their job as a teacher





Extra help with my school work and understanding when having a bad day with the new
procedures and processes
I dont know



Help whenever it’s needed



connect with the students and talk to them about their well being.



More help on work




I want to be very independent. What I enjoyed learning at home is I can go at my own pace
without being interupted. It would be helpful if my teachers could let me do the same thing
but still be open to answering any questions I have about assignments.
Online school options



let me see my friends on my free periods such as lunch, breakfast, and breaks



let us have online school again.




We’re all human so we all know how each other feel and teachers should know that but the
virus can’t be used as an excuse
Same as before



Give choices to go with IEP teachers or stay in classroom




They can try to understand that we probably didn’t Lear everything we normally learn
because it was hard to do over remote learning.
Same way they did before covid



Focusing



Discourage students from giving peers a hard time about wearing a mask. Even though it's
enforced people still make comments
Just a little extra help with homework instructions.





I think maybe meeting our teachers before school starts or maybe seeing all the new people
that we dont know yet because we are new to the school.
To make sure we are all safe and to give us ways to see our friends.



help with questions on my work



I honestly don’t know. Besides following social distancing guidelines, I really don’t know.



A tour of the school would be helpful



Support and help



Make it so we go to school



Make all student follow rules and regulations due to the pandemic



Make sure that people are being safe.



Enforce the rules as I believe at least one won’t.



not sure



Not overwhelm us with new tools and way to do work.



Help to what’s best for the students



unknown



Not sure



Start out learning slowly and then pick up the pace



I do not know



do what they would normally do



Have full in class lessons with other peers so I can work in a constructive and motivating
environment instead of through a screen.
?





Let us come in person as long as it’s safe to do so to get student to student and student to
teacher interaction in person
Send some work home for me to do extra help



To make me happy



by being in the building



Maybe, keep everything normal as they were.



I dont know how they normal;y help me and my other class mates out



Actually help me when I need help.



Let us in the building atleast once or twice a week




If we end up doing online learning again, school staff could best support me by being available
and reliable. If we end up going back into the classroom, school staff could best support me
by helping students practice the proper safety measures.
I'm not sure



I don’t know



Going back to everyday classrooms





I am personally hoping that we go virtual again because my dad is really worried and he
doesn't want me going out until there is a vaccine.
they can support me by letting me have the time I need to do an assignment. or be there if I
need someone to talk to.
Don’t know



I'm not sure.



be easy on us because it is gonna be very weird going back



I don't know...



PLAYTIME



don't know



I don’t know



No answer



talk to me



act like it’s normal



To do remote learning to start the school year and see how the pandemic goes.



to tell me where the classrooms are when I need help




I believe that having hand sanitizer every time we enter a leave a class we did this before we
went to remote learning but I thought it was a good thing to do.
Having better communication



School staff can help support me by having hand sanitizer and masks.



I dont know



Don’t stress me out, offer counseling, check in with me, don’t put to much pressure on me
with homework and class work






By not bringing us back to school? That would be the biggest help considering it puts lives at
risk.
By making it seem like everything is ok



don’t know



making sure that everybody follows the guidelines



Help me if Im confused.



Just to give me time.





Please tell my teachers I have allergies and that sometimes I sound like I am sick but I’m really
not.
I might need help when we start because I feel like I may be a little behind because of
learning from home. Having things as normal as possible will make things easier.
I mean it depends on how things are like for new rules and stuff.



Give me a hug when I walk in



Not be so hard on us and try to help us ease into it



idk



DO. NOT. OPEN.





If we do remote learning it would help me if each of the teachers filmed the actual lesson and
just posted it on google classroom. I got the most of out the class that did that this last year.
I'm a bit of a slow reader, even though I understand everything I'm reading it takes me a good
about of time. It's hard when all of our lessons are written out.
Be there for if I have questions



be helpful




try to act normal like a regular school year just with masks, social distancing and and lot of
hand sanitizer.
ask me if I need help offten because im shy, and use my correct name



Idk by not trying this cause I have a strong feeling it’s gonna go completely wrong



help us with reminders of what we learned last year



Showing us around



I felt very supported during remote learning so I would imagine nothing would change as we
come into our school year. but I think that for me, as a student and someone who benefits
from structure, I would benefit from in person learning, so ideally finding a way do make in
person happen would be supporting me the most.
Have teachers check in at least 1 per week with each student.







I have no idea



Maybe do a hybrid of half school days, half remote learning days with the week.



Communication



I will need a lot of help navigating the schedule



Make sure the kids wear mask



Nothing I can think of



By being careful and trying to make as normal as possible

Is there anything else you would like us to know?


Please don’t make big changes





I’m not completely comfortable going back to school until we are able to go back completely
normally, I don’t want to take that risk, I think doing online school will be far more enjoyable
than returning to school with a whole bunch of guidelines and still having a risk of getting the
virus
Nope



no





I think it would be good to re-evaluate how school will work coming into the fall. We are high
schoolers, you know the social distancing rule will not last for us when we see each other again.
It will be tough to regulate. As much as it is important to go back to school. We need to know
that we won’t just be ending up back home in a few months when school starts up.
My parents are very concerned about going back to school. Because some kids and their moms
and dads will not wear there masks. And so am I, I do not want to get sick.
N/a



read the other survey



no not really. I’m just really excited for school and homecoming



Please let us go back to school





During online school I became completely antisocial and I honestly think for the health of the
students we need to go back to school with kids our own age in the same building
Not to give us so much work for remote learning, and not to do zooms if we don’t want to. If we
need help we can zoom or google meet with our teachers. We have jobs as well
I liked the remote learning 100* better than regular school. I got to wake up 2-3 hours later, got
to sit on my comfy couch, get whatever food I wanted whenever, could get a drink whenever,
do my work (mostly) at my own pace (I got held back a little,) and the work was easier!
Nope



n/a



No











If we do have to go back to school online I would like it if we could do more daily zoom calls. In
8th grade we only had a few calls over the whole time other than band. I would find it easier to
learn if we were more connected.
No



I haven’t yet read what the plans are for reopening, but maybe having all students at school at
the same time would be a bad idea. Maybe half of us be online during certain days, others in
person? Or classrooms with collapsible walls in between could open up in order to let us
distance.
No



no



No



You are appreciated



please please don’t make us go back to remote learning I really can’t go through that again



No



no



I really want to return to school.





I really think that if we for some reason DIDNT go back to school, myself and many others would
find ourselves struggling a lot because near the end of remote learning I was near sleeping
through my classes and had no motivation to complete even the smaller tasks
I miss my friends but I want to go back to school safely.



Wearing masks should be optional for kids and staff with immune compromised conditions



I don’t want to wear a mask but I want to return to school.



Please let us have in school sessions like Monday tuesday in school Wednesday extra help day
remote/ cleaning of school Thursday in school friday remote
no






yes; I’m finishing school early but still don’t know what classes I need so let someone know who
will help because I’m not getting the help I need :)
I believe online learning if the safest thing to do at this time. At least start with online learning.
If one person gets the virus it will spread like wildfires in the school. It’s not smart to go back
this quickly.
not that I know of.



research shows that the total weight of ants on earth once equaled the total weight of people.




I really don’t wanna wear a mask and take this from someone with actual heath issues with
heart and lungs
not really



Kids want to go back to school and it needs to be as normal as possible




I would like to do part in school and part remote so I can see friends more than just working
remote.
No, that is all



No



no





No



no





I think a factor that we have to put in is that we are super close to the Mass border and lately
Covid has been spiking. Let's say a kid went to Mass and got Covid and then went to school. We
would all or close to all will have Covid. Depending on the measure you'll take. I am personally
worried because a lot of students don't care about this and I think Covid will continue to spike
until we find a cure. Thank you for your time.
Nope



Please don’t go back to remote learning





I would like to return to online schooling for my safety, the safety of others, and the
convenience of the work.
I really really really would feel so much better doing remote this year. I'm a senior this year so
one more year of it won't kill anyone. And it'll reduce all risk of the students catching it. A lot of
people want us to go back and as a student, I would feel safer doing remote again this year and
not going back at all.
Not really



I was hanging around my friends the entire quoruntine and I will



Food allergies when eating in the classroom might make me not able to bring the food I
typically eat for lunch (a peanut butter sandwich).
The staff should probably check students temprature's before going into the school, and the
teachers should move around and we should stay in the classroom to prevent us spreading
germs.
remote learning was so beneficial for me and I’m scared that all the hard work I did will get
ruined because I won’t be able to complete this years work due to getting out in march and
going online.
I have not been challenged in school for the past 2 years because teachers teach to the lowest
common denominator and the only time when there was help for moving forward kids who are
ahead, the teacher got laid off. I don’t feel as though the district cares to challenge advanced
kids and that’s a big problem for me. I hope that there is something this upcoming year to
challenge kids and not just make them sit through the year not learning anything.
Either way I don’t like school














If I can't go to all of my classes I want to at least go to SST for my welding program becasue I can
do my other classes online and I can't do welding online.
I have a ------- condition and am immunocompromised. Putting that many kids together during a
pandemic is a direct risk to my health and life
No



No



No



Let me go back without wearing a mask!!!!



I dislike remote learning




I think the virus is gonna be going around for a lot longer, which means we need to be away
from people still. It’s unsafe and I’d feel really unsafe going back to school for a while.
no



No





I want you to stay safe.



No



I think people should have to wear a mask at all times unless at lunch.



I don’t want to have to wear a mask all day bye bye



No



Nope



No I am all set




I would like you to know that I enjoy being in a school environment with my freinds and peers
and teacher and really want to return to school the fall.
no



I want to really go back to school and not do remote learning.



I am so happy to get to see you!!!



no



I don’t want online learning, I want to go back to school regularly and not have any restrictions.



Yes. Will I have my same teacher??





If we go back to school (The school building) I know that some of my classmates like to take
frequent water breaks, and would just like to make sure you consider that when making rule for
next year. This only applies if we go back to the school building.
I would really like to continue online learning



No mask and my 5 min break as well as my workout time other wise I’m going home school



Nah



Please no remote learning





I've been accepted into SST for my junior year, and I have yet to figure out how that'll function.
If school is indeed back on campus, I'm sure that the SST buses will be there to escort the
members to the school. As for online learning, I don't see how a program meant for working
hands-on can translate into a digital environment.
Listen to the students not the school board and or parents. We are all high school kids who can
stay home alone, so parents going to work shouldn’t affect anything. This is a problem that’ll
affect the students who attend the school, not the parents who don’t even go.
There are a couple of us that work at busy grocery stores. I won’t give names, but the ones
most of us work at don’t require customers to wear masks. If you need names, you can email
me
I think that it is important for school to happen, but for it to happen in a safe way. Maybe
students could wear masks. Some students could go to school on a day while the others do
online learning, then they could trade.
I would like the option to be able to do remore learning again too.



No



Opening the school should be optional in allowing some students to come to school and others
not. Or to make it so we only have to come to school on certain chosen days while others stay
online.
I don’t feel it is necessary to go back 100% in the fall. maybe only some classes are in the school
and some are online. or every other day.













I'm ready to return to school and be with my friends but I don't want to have to wear a mask. I
don't want to eat lunch in my classroom. I want to be able to see all my friends not just the kids
in my class.
No



I don’t wanna wear a mask in school



senior year will be difficult online and very challenging for people to get their college
applications done
Nope







I really enjoyed working at home. I could develop a new routine & pick up the pace a bit
because I always felt in school I was being slowed down because of the explanations before an
assignment. I didn't have to listen to those explanations before an assignment so, I could get my
work done just as good but, faster so I had the rest of my day to work on something else.
no.



Kids aren’t getting the same education as at school.safety come first but education comes
second and kids need to be back in classrooms even if it’s modified
No



No



No



No



No



Nope



I would rather wait a few more months to go to school and be safer than to go to school and
put yourself in danger.
I get nervous I don't like remote learning






As much as I would love to go back to school, I feel like it’s unsafe for us all to go back to school,
and that we should wait longer to re-open. I also think it may be too difficult to successfully reopen now, without potentially causing more problems for us, along with putting everyone in a
position to potentially get COVID-19, and spread it across the school like wildfire.
No



I enjoyed remote learning



I don’t wanna die



Going back to school in the fall will be challenging bc student are not social distancing and they
will not follow rules to this pandemic this could put more students in risk of getting it by also
putting 7th and 8th graders into the school is another 100+ students into our school
No





Although I did not enjoy remote learning I believe we should be doing it for the first half. After
Christmas break or later we could back every other week.
no



We need to go to school in the fall



Even with social distancing going back to school will be better than online especially for senior
year.
no





I don't have anything else to say





Remote learning is psychologically damaging to the mid of a developing teenager like myself.
Several studies have come out saying that prolonged distancing from peers is unhealthy and
impedes social and emotional development. Doing remote learning would once again also
jeopardize the safety, health, and well being of many of my friends and peers. In short, doing
remote learning again would be a mistake and would vastly decrease both my and my peers
academic performance. If I do not go back to school in some capacity in the fall, then I fear my
mental state, while it was stable this spring, will start to deteriorate. Please, for the mental
health of myself and my friends, do not do remote learning again.
that I don't feel prepared for 4th grade



I can’t believe summer is all most over



No





remote/online learning was very difficult for majority of my classes. The teachers either made
the class a completely new class by learning something not related to the topic of our class or
make ridiculous deadlines very difficult to meet. I feel like remote learning was easier just
because we had already met our teachers and had been in the building with them for 7 months.
Starting the school year online will be extremely challenging and I really hope that doesn't
happen. I would do anything to be back in the building.
no



Online learning makes people sad



Just that I am worried about going back to school and I know that school administrators make
an educated decision.
I am uncomfortable with being in a class with one of my teachers, she doesn't tell us the
requirements and many would argue gives unfair grades.
I appreciate you for all you are doing. :)






I would like to be a little bit more of a people person. be able to talk to people with issues I may
have.
No



Not really.




I personally wouldnt really care if we went back or not, just if we do a hybrid schedule don't
separate it by last names
i'd like people to wear masks and use hand sanitizer



No



I'm a senior and I want my last soccer season



No



No



no



I don't want to go back to school until it's safer for me.



No



No I think that if we go back to school everything will be handled well.



No



Are we wearing face masks? If we are going to be put in groups I want to be with my friends.





This isn’t worth it. We learned just as well as we did out of school than we did in school. Half
the guidelines that have been shared have already been majorly discussed between grades and
most have come to the same conclusion: they’re not gonna stand and regulation won’t be kept.
It would be harder to focus on all those rules and learn than online schooling which wasn’t even
a big problem.
Not really



That we should just continue to do online



im hoping that we can do half online and half in school



No thank you



No





I want to go back to in person learning in the Fall. I miss all of my friends and my teachers. It is
hard to learn from home without having the teachers there to help you. My Mom was good at
teaching me, but she has to work too so it was hard sometimes. I really just want things to be
normal again and I want to go back to school, even if that means I have to wear a mask
sometimes during the day.
For me personally I am a person that needs to move around so if we would be in one classroom
all day I would probably get a little annoyed that I can’t really move class to class like it would
normally be.
I want to go back to school



No



no





Reopening would be highly unproffesional. This is a highschool filled with teenagers who will
most likely not listen to guidelines at all, and in the case that masks are optional it would most
likely lead to more bullying especially with the black lives matter movement that has been going
on. There are more cases everyday and I think it would be ridiculous to open especially since it
would most likely lead to getting shut back down again.
One thing I really liked about remote learning which was an unexpected benefit was being able
to go back and re-listen to recorded lessons from my math teacher when preparing for a
summative.
Another benefit of remote learning was that if I was working on a longer term project I could
take breaks when I needed them.
I liked having due dates but not a specific time of day that an assignment was due so that I
could spend time in the early part of the day outside and do my schoolwork later on in the
afternoon rather than waste the best part of the day.
part of me would like to go back to school a little bit because I'm excited to meet potentially
new friends from Fremont and also I would like to "go to high school". But I don't think it's going
to be the same because we won't actually have time to make new friends.
I cant think of anything except that I really want to have a freshman year in the classroom and
not at my desk in my bedroom.
please (if you can remember) Call me Ash, I go by They/Them pronouns



No



No



I have spent a decent amount of time thinking about how we as a community should go about
making learning the best it can be but also keeping everyone safe. I came up with a few things
that, though they might have already been brought up, I think are worth sharing if it can make







in person learning possible.



1. switch to a 2 day schedule. I think that by essentially switching to a schedule just like we did
in remote learning we can get a substantial amount of learning time in while decreasing the
amount of times that each student moves around the school. This would also potentially make
our school day shorter efficiently decreasing the amount of time students are in the building
making us get out (hopefully) earlier leaving more time to clean and sanitize the building before
we come back the next day.
2. flt. flt is so important for our learning and has become a key tool for success. We should
make students sign up through enriching students just like we have always done, but do it
remotely. have flt be after period 3 or 4 so then students can join the flt they signed up for but
through zoom. so students would stay where they are in either their period 3 or 4 and join flt
and ask questions/ get help via zoom.
I am more anxious about school starting back this year due to Covid and starting 5th grade with
new school breakout.
No



Not right now



no



nope



They need to get back to school. Where they can learned.....



It would be really difficult at the beginning of the year to get rolling especially for ap and honors
classes



